HOW TO CONTAIN THE SPREAD OF COVID+ CASES AT WORKSITE?

1. When Worker is Unwell
   - Inform Safe Management Officer (SMO)/Safe Distancing Officer (SDO) on site
   - SMO/SDO to check for signs of respiratory symptoms and take worker’s temperature
   - Isolate worker in fully enclosed sick bay

2. Consult Doctor
   - Immediately arrange for transport and send worker to the nearest clinic facility
   - Monitor health of workers that had close contact with the suspected case

3. Cordon off Affected Zones
   - Stop work for affected work zones
   - Disinfect the shared facilities (ie. rest areas, canteen, sick bay)
   - Disinfect tools and construction equipment

4. Inform Authorities
   - Inform relevant Authorities (MOM, BCA) for confirmed COVID+ Cases
   - Review existing safe management measures for improvements

For More Information and Guidelines. Subscribe to BCA’s Telegram Channel or call us at 1800-3425-222